
	

	

	
	

	
We	are	thrilled	you	are	submitting	for	

	
THE	IMMORTAL	HOUSES	

	
A	Spotify	Podcast	Pilot	for	Young	Audiences	in	Development	

	
	

For	this	AUDIO	RECORDED	SUBMISSION	PLEASE	PREPARE	THE	FOLLOWING:		

• The	side(s)	in	this	packet	as	marked	–	two	takes	with	different	choices	in	each	take. 
• Please	record	each	character	take	as	a	separate	audio	file	and	label	your	files	as	
YOUR	NAME_THE	CHARACTER_TAKE	#	(Ie:	Holly	Buczek_Rani_Take	1) 

• Slate	before	each	take	–	Name,	location*		and	role	that	you	are	reading	for.	*Make	
note	for	us	If	you	are	local	to	the	NY	area	or	if	you	would	be	planning	on	taping	
material	remotely,	if	cast. 

• For	this	submission,	you	do	NOT	need	to	utilize	a	fancy	booth	set	up,	unless	you	
have	one	and	want	to	–	you	can	simply	record	on	iPhone.	 

Note:	Since	this	is	highly	imaginative	material,	feel	free	to	bring	fun	and	creative	choices	to	
your	read.	

We	do	not	have	planned	callbacks	at	this	time.	We	expect	to	make	choices	based	on	these	
initial	submissions.	If	we	need	any	further	information	from	you,	we’ll	reach	out.	

If	you	have	any	questions,	please	reach	out	to	us	at	staff@wojcastingteam.com	

We	are	looking	forward	to	your	submissions!	 

	
	

	
	

Thanks	so	much!	
Wojcik	Casting	Team 



CHARACTER SIDES:
Everyone is asked to whisper: “Magic is forever.” Open interpretation encouraged.

JAYCE LAKE:

My cousin almost burned our apartment down and our aunt grounded us both. My

Aunt said I should have been more responsible and told her what Rani was up to. I’m

younger than them, how is it I’m supposed to be responsible? And they aren’t. I might

have to go; they’re coming back into the room and they're really noisy. Claims they can

read my texts with magic. There’s no such thing. It’s a bad habit, believing in make

believe. They borrow money from our aunt all the time to buy silly little magic tricks.

Rani lies about this “I can make money appear out of thin air” nobody can do that.

Magic isn’t real. They think they can find elves and wizards, and the other fictional

creatures just chilling on the block. For last year’s yearbook photo, they dressed up as

an elf, ears and all. I had secondhand embarrassment. Our photos were right next to

each other, and people kept adding elf ears to my photo when they signed my

yearbook. It’s not fair, I get humiliated cause of Rani’s silly obsession with magic. Ugh

their coming I have to go.

Holly Buczek
JAYCE SIDE

Holly Buczek
*At the end of your tape, please whisper the above!



CHARACTER SIDES:
Everyone is asked to whisper: “Magic is forever.” Open interpretation encouraged.

THE HOUSE: (unpredictable and sporadic nature)

More bothersome pests. No one trespasses on my grounds. Do so and suffer the

consequences. I shall set the gnomes on you. If you enter, you’ll never leave. Beware of

my watching Raven. You’re still here? Then you like pain. Oh you wish to enter? To enter

you must ask for permission. The way to ask for permission is to say the right magic

word or magical phrase. If unsuccessful you’ll seek below my grounds never to be seen

again.

Holly Buczek
NARRATOR SIDE - READ “THE HOUSE”

Holly Buczek
*At the end of your tape, please whisper the above!


